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INTRODUCTION 47
A disconnect between the capabilities of high-throughput sequencing technologies and 48 the quality, or lack thereof, of historic museum specimens has largely neutered the 49 ability of genomic methods to access molecular data from degraded specimens. Natural 50 history collections (NHCs) store a wide variety of species from across the globe, 51
including those that are difficult to collect or extinct in the wild. Voucher specimens 52 housed in NHCs have been an invaluable source of morphological material as they 53 provide a reference for measuring change across both space and time. More recently, 54 specimens contained in NHCs have been recognized as important repositories of 55 genetic data (Payne & Sorenson, 2002; Wandeler, Hoeck & Keller, 2007) and have 56 provided insight into the phylogenetic relationships and origins of species (Suarez & 57 Tsutsui, 2004; McLean et al., 2015) . Quick progress in genomics methods are now 58 enabling the use of museum specimens in ways that were not imaginable until only a 59 few years ago. "Museomics", or the application of genomic techniques to museum 60 specimens, has already uncovered reticulate evolutionary histories across hominids 61 (Green et al. 2010; Meyer et al., 2012 Meyer et al., , 2014 and is increasingly resolving the 62 phylogenetic Tree of Life (Teeling & Hedges, 2013 into short fragments, which can complicate the application of genomic methods to 71 museum specimens. Since the 1970s, when museums widely began archiving tissues, 72 collection and preservation methods have varied widely, but generally evolved to 73 accommodate changing analytical technologies, resulting in the variety of preservation 74 methods (e.g., formalin, ethanol, ground, frozen, etc.) and quality of tissue collections 75 available to researchers today. In addition to the challenges of tissue preservation, field 76 conditions including weather, processing speed, and available cold storage options are 77 inherently unpredictable, resulting in further inconsistencies in field-collected tissue 78
quality. 79
De novo genome assembly is the computational process of optimally fitting short-80 read fragments output from sequencers into a larger contiguous whole-genome 81 sequence, recovering critical information about the locations of genes and variants that 82 are lost in the sequencing process. Assembly methods are based on the often-incorrect 83 assumption that similar DNA fragments originate from the same position within the 84 genome; therefore, assembly can be complicated by the presence of extended repeats 85 or regions of high divergence that extend beyond the sequenced read length (Alkan, 86 Sajjadian, & Eichler, 2011; Nagarajan & Pop, 2013) . Unfortunately, methods that yield 87 the highest quality de novo genome assemblies often require large quantities of high 88 molecular weight (HMW) DNA as starting material for library preparation, as the ability 89 to resolve sequencing artefacts in assembly improves with increasing read length. This 90 prerequisite often makes these methods inaccessible to degraded specimens. For 91 example, although the recent emergence of long-read sequencing technologies (>10-50 92 kb) has significantly improved the computational complexities of de novo genome 93 assembly, long-read sequencing requires large quantities of HMW DNA as a starting 94 material, making these methods impractical for most museum samples (Rowe et al., 95 2011) . Prior to the development of long-read sequencing, the most common approach 96
to de novo genome assembly has involved a combination of shotgun short-insert (<500 97 bp) and mate-pair long-insert (>2000 bp) libraries of varying insert size, where the first 98 would be used for assembly and the second for scaffolding. Once again, scaffolding 99 would be limited by fragmented DNA, as input molecules must be longer than the 100 selected insert size. More recently, the protocol accompanying the assembler 101 alternative proxy for accessing molecular data from museum specimens. However, in 118 addition to complex laboratory work, these approaches retrieve only a restricted subset 119 of sequence data relative to WGS. In addition to the potentially confounding effect of 120 pervasive purifying selection on exonic coding regions (Jackson, Campos, & Zeng, 121 2014), exome sequencing further fails to represent significant regulatory or non-coding 122 regions essential to phylogenetic reconstruction (Nei & Tateno, 1975; Lynch, 1989) , 123 and, with increasing awareness, for understanding the targets of adaptive evolution 124 As a consequence of phylogeny, 10X Genomics methods are most easily extended to 153 other mammalian taxa, expected to have similar genome size and structure (e.g., repeat 154 content, heterozygosity, etc.). Thus, as a proof-of-concept, we compare assembly 155 quality and content of four deer mouse (Peromyscus) genomes sequenced and 156 assembled using the 10X Genomics linked-read approach with -at a comparable cost 157 -four publically-available shotgun Illumina mammalian genome assemblies generated 158 from comparable read volumes. We demonstrate the utility of this economical approach 159 to whole genome reconstruction for researchers interested in questions related to 160 systematics and functional genomics. 161
MATERIALS & METHODS 163
Twenty-five micrograms of frozen liver tissue from each of four field-collected museum 164 to 66.4% (P. attwateri) and were again highest for 10X Genomics assemblies (average: 230 61.6%) and lowest for shotgun assemblies (average: 27.3%; Table 2) . 231
Annotations and predicted transcripts and proteins are available at 232 http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3351485. ORTHOFINDER identified 5,305 orthologous 233 groups on average in shotgun-based assemblies and 9,112 on average in 10X 234 assemblies (p < 0.05; Table 2 ). Our basic maximum-likelihood species tree resolved 235 relationships with 100% bootstrap support (Fig. 1) . Raw reads and assemblies are 236 and increases the number of represented genes by three times, without requiring a 250 reference sequence from a closely related species. Using 10X assemblies as reference 251 genomes to map population-level whole genome resequencing data, which are only 252 minimally affected by DNA degradation, will also increase the amount of variation, both 253 sequence and structural, available for genotyping within and among species. Note that, 254 once a de novo reference genome is available, shotgun libraries sequenced with short 255 reads will still be a viable and cost-cost effective methodological choice for whole-256 for lower-quality tissue resources increases the power of these historic archives to 264 address new questions. 265
Although the quality and completeness of linked-read assemblies are still 266 dependent on DNA integrity, the application of linked-read methods may be especially 267 impactful for rare or extinct species or when the collection of new material is difficult or 268 impossible (Payne & Sorenson, 2002) due to the conservation status or geographic 269 location (e.g., international) of the target species. As new or higher-quality tissue 270 samples will never again be available for extinct species, linked-reads offer an improved 271 method for accessing data from preserved tissues of these species, even if the 272 generation of perfectly contiguous genomes for these taxa is not attainable. In cases 273
where the target species is highly divergent from available reference sequences, such 274
as the case for extinct species or otherwise exceptionally divergent taxa (e.g., 275 monotypic genera [Ailurus, Eira] or families [Dugongidae, Orycteropodidae]), de novo 276 genome assemblies, rather than reference-based assemblies may provide more 277
information. 278
As a caveat, 10X Genomics methods have not yet been tested for genomes 279 larger than ~3Gb (e.g., human-sized), so although they are appropriate for many 280 mammalian species, they may be less applicable to species with larger genomes. Although the number of raw reads are variable within both groups -the shotgun-based 286 and 10X Genomic assemblies -the number of reads is not correlated with genome 287 quality. This leads us to conclude that differences in assembly quality are not driven by 288 differences in sequencing depth. Finally, although our results are derived from lower 289 quality frozen tissue samples, tissues remain unavailable for many pre-molecular era 290 specimens. While linked-reads may be a solution to produce a de novo genome from 291 poor quality tissues, this method has not been applied to and may not be appropriate for 292 highly degraded museum study skins or destructively-sampled bone remains. Reduced- remain the most effective means of extracting data from more historic specimens in the 296 absence of a closely related reference genome. 297
Ultimately, our results underscore the importance of continued scientific 298 collecting and the archival of personal legacy collections into NHCs into the future, as 299 new technologies will continue to improve our ability to extract molecular information 300 from degraded and aged samples. The centralization of biological resources and 301 associated information ensures the broad utility of these specimens to the scientific 302 community and facilitates tests, such as these, to determine the best available means of 303 extracting meaningful sequence data from lower quality DNA. In particular, we endorse 304 maximizing the utility of a specimen through the archival of multiple tissue types, 305 
